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INTRODUCTION
Little Tsuki Inu is an NFT technology project and the first to produce tangible NFTS,
or as we call them,"tNFTs." All of our tNFTs contain tangible elements that can be
enjoyed and displayed in the real world.
This NFT project is taking the next logical step in NFT/blockchain technology by
bringing it to the physical world. Currently, we are creating custom works of art using
our tNFT technology. Part of our vision is to release this tech as an app and allow
everyone with a cellphone to tokenize any physical object they want and create their
own tNFTs. We want to bring this fun, new tech into the palm of your hand!
Little Tsuki Inu is a very ambitious project that has many different facets and utilities. This "Little Paper" will be focusing on only the tNFT and NFT aspect of the project outside of the app and will evolve as time goes on. Future white papers will
describe in more detail the Little Tsuki tNFT creator app and other utilities of the
token.

tNFTs
Simply put, a tNFT is where any real-world object is paired with the digital blockchain
to produce a fast and secure chain of custody for that item. It's our unique approach
to tokenizing physical objects. tNFTs come in various forms. Initially, our tNFTs
started out as digital items, or normal NFTs, with 3d codes embedded within which
allowed the owner of the NFT to 3D print a unique model. The only way to get this
model was to own the digital NFT, which contained our 3D code. Our tNFTs also contain custom music tracks written by one of our developers! As the technology has
taken shape, we have been able to expand and iterate upon this idea. Currently, we
are able to produce physical, real-world items that are themselves the tNFT. Embedded within our real-world items are NFC chips which owners can scan with their
phone to verify a chain of custody on the blockchain. As we continue to build our
marketplace and app, we will be working with NFT artists to collaborate on more real
world tNFTs with the final aim of delivering this application to everyone so they too
can participate in the creation of their own tNFTs.

WE LOVE CREATIVITY
We currently have all of our tNFTs as well as our normal NFTs
listed on Opensea under our project name. There are always
new drops and collections being released. As the project and
collaborations expand, the art will continue to grow in creativity
and diversity as well. When the Little Tsuki Inu marketplace
becomes available, it will have all our NFTs and tNFTs, and will
feature some exclusive pieces from talented artists that will
only be available in our marketplace! The LItte Tsuki Inu marketplace will be unique and focused around tNFTs. The marketplace will also allow patrons to commission a tNFT from us
directly, or have their own piece tokenized and turned into a
tNFT by us. Anyone can release and present a tNFT in our marketplace. We are looking forward to working with artists and
other creative individuals; we can't wait to see the eclectic
tNFTs they come up!

LINKS
Website: https://www.littletsukiinu.io/
Chart: https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pair-explorer/0x4d8e8eaf2b1a92bc3ccc506911fd2596919bf4d
e
Contract:
0xcdf6e6d4b5c840478a4b38a5c42224f5c0e6f858
Official Telegram: https://t.me/littletsukiinu
Twitter: https://twitter.com/liltsukiinu
Instragram: @littletsukiinu
Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/little-tsuki-inu
CoinMarketCap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/little-tsuki-inu/

